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The general circulation of the North Atlantic is anti-clockwise, with floats released off the Irish 
coast typically passing Iceland, Greenland and Newfoundland before returning to the Eastern 
Atlantic. This was certainly the path that float 6900654 took after it was released in February. 
The float quickly passed Iceland and is currently running the gauntlet of the North Atlantic 
Gyre and the eddies being spun from the Gulf Stream. The float of the month this month, 
however, is float 6900650, which was released on the 29th of February, 2008 at 53.6 N 16.58 
W, not far from the deployment site of float 6900654, from the R.V. Celtic Explorer in rough 
seas. This float is interesting because unlike many other floats, it bucked the trend of 
counterclockwise circulation and instead headed south as can be seen in Figure 1. 

 

Float 6900650 is one that, despite its rebellious nature, has been very stable and has 
required very little correction. Three years on, it is still ascending from the deep, collecting 
data and sending it back to us. To date, this Apex model float has recorded 106 profiles. 
Starting west of the Porcupine Bank, the float initially drifted west, taking a short spin in an 
eddy. It wasn’t until 22˚ W that the float began its slow, over 1000 km trip south. South of 
45˚N, the float turned again and has been rolling back and forth, tracing a path only a few 
hundred km wide for the last year and a half. 

 

Looking at the profiles that the float collected as a function of latitude in Figure 2, the warmer 
waters in the south are clearly visible. There is a strong signal of the Mediterranean Outflow 
Water (MOW), visible as a thin band of warm water between 1200 and 1400m. It is likely that 
the path traced by the float is due to it being entrained in a recirculating pulse of 
Mediterranean water. The float then seems to have entered a region of slow eddy, where it 
still lies.  

 

As the float travelled south, the influence of the Mediterranean Outflow Water became more 
and more evident in the profiles. Figure 3 shows a Temperature-Salinity plot and is colour-
coded by latitude. Though warm temperatures were observed at depths below 1000m early 
in the transit (Figure 2), the high salinity bulge of the MOW along the σt line of 27.5 become 
apparent as the float passed south of 45˚N (σt =density-1000). As of March 2011, float 
6900650 is going strong. We are looking forward to seeing where this nonconformist little 
float might wander next. The data it sends back, in conjunction with its colleagues, will 
continue to help us better understand the structure of the North Atlantic along with its 
seasonal and interannual variability. 



 

 

 

Figure 1. Map showing the different paths taken by two floats, 6900654 (red) and float of the 
month 69000650 (blue). Individual profile stations for the latter are colour-coded by date.   

 

 

 

Figure 2: The change in temperature profile with latitude from data collected by 6900650. 
White points show the depth and latitude of every sample.  

 



 

Figure 3: Temperature-Salinity plot of data collected by float 6900650.  Eastern North Atlantic 
Water (ENAW) is highlighted in green. Mediterranean Outflow Water (MOW) is highlighted in 
red. The data is colour coded by latitude. 

 


